
       
 

Score Sheet for Hunt Seat Equitation 

Judge: Class Name: 

[ 3 pts]: break of gait at walk/trot up to 2 strides; over/under turn 1/8 to 1/4, tick or hit, missing diagonal of to two strides in pattern/rail, looking down to check leads/diagonals. 

[5 pts]: incorrect lead or break of gait at a canter, incorrect gait or break of gait at walk/trot for more than 2 strides; not stopping or performing specified gait within 10 ft of designated area; 

loss of iron; complete loss of contact w/mouth; head too low or behind vertical; missing diagonals for more than 2 strides 

[ 10 pts](avoids DQ but places below others without SF): omission or addition of maneuvers, turning wrong way, knocking over or wrong side of cone, touching horse, kicking at others, 

severe disobedience, overturn more than 1/4, turning the wrong way, grabbing saddle, loss of rein, missing lead or diagonal more than 2 strides, off pattern, never performing gait/lead 

[DQ] willful abuse, excessive schooling, unsafe/out of control, falls, illegal equipment, illegal use of hands on reins, fall of horse or rider 

PATTERN ELEMENTS: -3 extremely poor, -2 very poor, -1 poor, 0 correct, +1 good, +2 very good, +3 Form and Effectiveness E- Excellent (5); VG - very good (4) G - good (2-3); 

A- average (0-1) 
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